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Ferdinand Verbiest
Nan Huairen, Ferdinando Verbiest, Ferdinandus Verbiest

Date of Birth 1623
Place of Birth Pitthem, Belgium
Date of Death 1688
Place of Death Beijing

Biography
Ferdinand Verbiest was a Belgian Jesuit. He twice attempted to embark 
on missions to South America, but on both occasions was refused per-
mission by the Spanish. Deciding to travel to China instead, he arrived in 
Macau in 1658. He then worked in Xian, before moving to Beijing in order 
to work alongside Johann Adam Schall in the Imperial Observatory. Dur-
ing the trial of Schall and the other Christian members of the Imperial 
Observatory, he was placed under house arrest and, because of Schall’s 
ailing health, he represented his superior at court. He was released from 
house arrest in 1669, when the tide had turned on the Jesuits’ opponents. 
Thereafter, he successfully sought to restore Schall’s reputation, and was 
himself appointed to a position in the Imperial Observatory (1670) to 
amend the calendar, becoming in the process a close advisor to the 
imperial family. Having fĳirst been a missionary who had assisted Schall, 
he later became the head Jesuit astronomer in China. In 1677, he was 
appointed to the position of vice-provincial.

A number of texts deserve mention for their relevance to the astro-
nomical controversy and, therefore, to their indirect bearing on Chris-
tian-Muslim relations but, being scientifĳic works, these are not given 
extensive treatment here. In 1668, or shortly afterwards, Verbiest pub-
lished Qin ding xin li ce yan ji lue (or simply Ce yan ji lue), which records 
the investigation by the emperor into the Yang-Wu calendrical calcula-
tions. The majority of the text explores Wu’s calendrical errors, but it 
also records conversations between Verbiest and the emperor, as well as 
edicts promulgated by the emperor punishing Wu for his errors. Attacks 
on the Muslim calendar, and on Wu and Yang directly, appear to be 
divorced from concerns of religious identities, and are instead grounded 
in contemporaneous science, the personalities of the Jesuits’ opponents 
(real or imagined), and the state of opposition itself.
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Verbiest’s 1669 Bu de yi bian (not to be confused with Lodovico 
Buglio’s work of the same title) sought to refute Yang’s calendrical errors 
rather than his anti-Christian treatises. Like Verbiest’s Qin ding xin li ce 
yan ji lue, the text therefore lacks direct references to Islam and Muslims, 
although Christian-Muslim conflict is at its heart. Verbiest regards Yang’s 
veneration of old calendrical methods as resulting directly in the execu-
tion of the fĳive Chinese Christian members of the Imperial Observatory.

Similarly, others of Verbiest’s texts – especially Wang zhan bian (1669), 
Wang ze bian (1669), Wang tui ji xiong bian (1669) and Xi chao ding an 
(early 1670s) – that sought to address Yang and his followers’ arguments, 
do not address Islam directly. This may indicate either an assumption 
that the religious identity of Jesuit opponents is common knowledge, 
or that the defĳining of these people as opponents was of greater impor-
tance than defĳining them in terms of their religious identity. Like Qin 
ding xin li ce yan ji lue, these texts are descriptive, apologetic and propa-
gandistic in nature. They deal with scientifĳic concerns and criticism in 
the areas of divination, geomancy and the calendar, whilst Xi chao ding 
an provides a description of the rebuilding of European astronomy in 
China after the controversy. These texts are polemical in their opposition 
to the Jesuits’ opponents, but not with regard to a particular religion.

The rare, and technically anonymous – although probably written 
by Verbiest – Ci xian wen da (1678) focuses on a conversation between 
Verbiest and two of his students about whether or not he should accept 
promotion in the Imperial Observatory. Verbiest argued that an offfĳicial 
position would reduce the time he could spend on spiritual matters, a 
concern which perhaps has its origins in Jesuit, Chinese and Muslim crit-
icisms of Schall’s acceptance of an offfĳicial position. The students, on the 
other hand, argued that involvement in material afffairs did not compro-
mise involvement in the spiritual and moreover that, because the fallout 
of the astronomical controversy spearheaded by Yang had not yet fully 
abated, promotion was a means to further defend and restore the posi-
tion of Christianity and Western astronomy. Yang is described in nega-
tive terms as an enemy of Western sciences. Given Verbiest’s style in his 
other compositions, it unlikely that Muslims are explicitly referred to as 
such; rather, as in his other work, it is Muslim offfĳicials (in this case Yang) 
who are attacked. From available commentaries, it appears that the text 
is apologetic and descriptive in nature.

Together with Lodovico Buglio (Li Leisi) and Gabriel de Magalhães 
(An Wensi), Verbiest produced Yu lan xi fang yao ji (or Xi fang yao ji) in 
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1669. The fĳirst pages give a geographical description of Asia, noting the 
existence of Hui hui (Muslim or Uyghur) lands. The authors also note 
various Muslim lands further afĳield, which are described as consisting 
largely of wilderness. The text is descriptive and lacks overt value judge-
ment.

MAIN SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Primary

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Qin ding xin li ce yan ji lue, 1668/1669 or 
shortly thereafter (the original exists in a number of diffferent forms, 
at Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
Vittorio Emanuele II, Rome, BNP and Österreichische Nationalbiblio-
thek). Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, BNP and Getty Research Insti-
tute have made online versions of the text available: http://digital.onb.
ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ43214606 http://gallica.bnf.fr/
ark:/12148/btv1b90062908 and https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=gri.
ark:/13960/t2m62db3n

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Bu de yi bian, 1669 (repr. in Wu Xiangxiang 
[ed.], Tian zhu jiao dong chu an wen xian, Taipei: Xue sheng shu ju, 1965, 
pp. 333-470; and in Zhou Erfang, Ming mo Qing chu tian zhu jiao shi wen 

xian cong bian, Beijing: Beijing tu shu guan chu ban she, 2001, pp. 535-
90). The original MS is in Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana and BNP.

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Lodovico Buglio (Li Leisi) and Gabriel 
de Magalhães (An Wensi), Xi fang yao ji, 1669 (repr. in Huang Xingtao 
[ed.], Ming Qing zhi ji xi xue wen ben: 50 Zhong zhong chong wen xian 

hui bian, vol. 2, Beijing: Zhong hua shu ju, 2013, pp. 830-8). Original 
MSS exist at Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Bibloteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele II, BNP, and 
Fujen University. Digital versions have been made available by Waseda 
University and BNP: http://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/search.php?
cndbn=%90%BC%95%FB%97v%8BI, and http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/
btv1b9006345s

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Wang tui ji xiong bian, 1669 (repr. in Nicolas 
Standaert [Zhong Mingdan], Ad Dudink [Du Dingke] and Nathalie Mon-
net [Meng Xi] [eds], Faguo guo jia tu shu guan Ming Qing tian zhu jiao 

wen xian, vol. 16, Taipei: Ricci Institute, 2009, pp. 287-336). MSS are kept 
at Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 
Biblioteca Capitular, Toledo, and BNP.
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Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Wang ze bian, 1669 (repr. in Nicolas Stan-
daert [Zhong Mingdan], Ad Dudink [Du Dingke] and Nathalie Monnet 
[Meng Xi] [eds], Faguo guo jia tu shu guan Ming Qing tian zhu jiao wen 

xian, vol. 16, Taipei: Ricci Insititute, 2009, pp. 261-85). Original MSS are 
at Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca Capitular and BNP. 
A digital version of the text has been made available by BNP: http://
gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b9006289m

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Wang zhan bian, 1669 (repr. in Nicolas Stan-
daert [Zhong Mingdan], Ad Dudink [Du Dingke] and Nathalie Monnet 
[Meng Xi] [eds], Faguo guo jia tu shu guan Ming Qing tian zhu jiao wen 

xian, vol. 16, Taipei: Ricci Insititute, 2009, pp. 337-75). Original MSS are 
at Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 
and BNP.

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Xi chao ding an, after 1670 (There is a pos-
sibility that this was written by another author [the text is anonymous], 
and multiple versions of the text exist. It is reprinted in Wu Xiangxiang 
(ed.), Tian zhu jiao dong chu an wen xian, Taipei: Xue sheng shu ju, 1965, 
pp. 71-224). Original copies are found at Archivum Romanum Societa-
tis Iesu, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
Vittorio Emanuele II and BNP.

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Ci xian wen da, 1678 (repr. in Nicolas Stan-
daert [Zhong Mingdan] and Ad Dudink [Du Dingke] [eds], Ye su hui 

Luoma dang an guan Ming Qing tian zhu jiao wen xian, vol. 12, Taipei: 
Ricci Institute, 2002, pp. 369-78). A manuscript copy exists in Archivum 
Romanum Societatis Iesu.

Secondary

A. Dudink and N. Standaert, Chinese Christian Texts Database (CCT-Database), 
http://www.arts.kuleuven.be/sinologie/english/cct

A. Chan, Chinese books and documents from the Jesuit Archives in Rome. A descrip-

tive catalogue, London, 20152
C. Jami, The Emperor’s new mathematics. Western learning and imperial authority 

during the Kangxi reign (1662-1722), Oxford, 2012
D.E. Mungello, The great encounter of China and the West, 1500-1800, Lanham 

MD, 2009
B.A. Elman, On their own terms. Science in China, 1550-1900, Cambridge MA, 2005
N. Golvers, Ferdinand Verbiest, S.J. (1623-1688) and the Chinese heaven. The com-

position of the astronomical corpus, its difffusion and reception in the Euro-

pean republic of letters, Leuven, 2003
C. Jami, P. Engelfriet and G. Blue (eds), Statecraft and intellectual renewal in late 

Ming China. The cross-cultural synthesis of Xu Guangqi (1562-1633), Leiden, 
2001
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J.W. Witek, art. ‘Ferdinand Verbiest, 1623-1688’, in G.H. Anderson (ed.), Biograph-

ical dictionary of Chinese Christianity, Grand Rapids MI, 1998, http://www.
bdcconline.net/en/stories/v/verbiest-ferdinand.php

A.C. Ross, A vision betrayed. The Jesuits in Japan and China, 1542-1742, Maryknoll 
NY, 1994

J. Witek (ed.), Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688). Jesuit missionary, scientist, engineer 

and diplomat, Nettetal, 1994
L. Pfĳister, Notices biographiques et bibliographiques sur les Jesuites de l’ancienne 

mission de Chine, 1552-1773, Shanghai, 1932, vol. 1, pp. 338-62

Works on Christian-Muslim Relations
Astronomia Europaea sub Imperatore Tartaro Sinico 

Cam Hy ex umbra appellato in lucem revocata, 
‘European astronomy under the rule of the 
Tartar-Chinese Kangxi emperor. From darkness 
into light, an appeal revoked’
‘The Astronomia Europaea of Ferdinand Verbiest’

Date 1687
Original Language Latin
Description
In Astronomia Europaea, Verbiest gives an account of Yang and Wu’s trial 
and persecution, and the restoration of the Western calendar and astron-
omy. The text was edited by Philippe Couplet (Chinese: Bo Yingli, 1623-
93), and is 136 pages in length. Written and compiled between 1679 and 
1680, the work was transported by Couplet to Europe between 1681 and 
1683, but was not published until 1687. Some of its sections were reworked 
from Verbiest’s 1674 Xin zhi yi xiang tu. Yang’s (here rendered Yangquang-
senius) religion is not mentioned, but he is described as the most wicked 
adversary of the Jesuits and, elsewhere, as an imposter (ed. and trans. 
Golvers, p. 18). Wu (rendered Uming-huén) is positively described as a 
bold man, and a member of the Mahumetana secta. Here it is noted that 
Wu had previously falsely accused Schall (p. 3). In his account of the gno-
mon shadow test, used by the Kangxi emperor to determine the accuracy 
of European and Muslim astronomy, Verbiest refers to his opponents 
and their (Muslim) methods, and specifĳically to Wu’s (referred to here 
only by the term Mahumetanus) methodology (pp. 5-6). Verbiest writes 
that Wu was rash in speech, ignorant and inexperienced in astronomy, 
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and the creator of an inconsistent and contrary Sino-Arabic calendar 
(p. 12). Later he makes a fleeting reference to Muslim impositions on the 
emperor (p. 15). The majority of direct references are descriptive, not-
ing, for instance, that a Muslim mathematical ‘social’ class existed (p. 22) 
or that the Sino-Arabic calendar was erroneous (p. 15). The majority of 
the text is scientifĳic, providing records of observations and explanations 
of tools; in this sense, it is primarily a scientifĳic work. Nevertheless, the 
sections that deal with Muslims and the astronomical controversy are 
historical, apologetic and propagandistic in genre, descriptions of a Jesuit 
victory for a European audience.
Significance
Whilst anti-Muslim in judgement, the text is not a polemic against Islam. 
It is only polemical in so far as it attacks the Jesuits’ opponents, but for 
the most part the religious identity of these adversaries is either assumed 
or not mentioned. As noted, terminologically Mahumetanus and its 
derivatives are used. Here a change in spelling is registered, with earlier 
texts using Mahometanus. Another set of key terms generally used in ref-
erence to the calendar is derived from the word Arabicus. It is therefore 
interesting to note the use here of both ethnic and religious terminologi-
cal categories to refer to things Islamic or Muslim in origin or nature. 
This is also a feature of other texts from the period.
Publications

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Xin zhi yi xiang tu, (s.l.) [China], 
1674; btv1b9006301m (digitalised version available through BNF; 
repr. in N. Golvers and E. Nicolaidis, Ferdinand Verbiest and Jesuit 
science in 17th century China. An annotated edition and translation of 
the Constantinople manuscript, Athens, 2009, pp. 313-68)

Ferdinand Verbiest (Nan Huairen), Astronomia Europaea sub Tartaro 
Sinico Cam Hy ex umbra appellato in lucem revocata, ed. P. Cou-
plet (Bo Yingli), Dillingea: Joannis Caspari Bencard, 1687; VD17 
12:642514F (digitalised version available through Universtätsbiblio-
thek Augsburg)

N. Golvers (trans.), The Astronomia Europaea of Ferdinand Verbiest, S.J. 
(Dillingen, 1687). Text, translation, notes and commentaries, Leuven, 
1993

Studies
Chan, Chinese books and documents
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A.K. Wardega and A. Vasconcelos de Saldanha, In the light and shadow 
of an emperor. Tomas Pereira, S.J. (1645-1708), the Kangxi emperor 
and the Jesuit mission in China, Newcastle upon Tyne, 2012

M. Reed and P. Dematte (eds), China on paper. European and Chinese 
works from the late sixteenth to the early nineteenth century, Los 
Angeles CA, 2011

Golvers, Ferdinand Verbiest, S.J. (1623-1688) and the Chinese heaven
Golvers, The Astronomia Europaea
D.F. Lach and E.J. van Kley, Asia in the making of Europe, vol. 3: A cen-

tury of advance. Book Four: East Asia, Chicago IL, 1993, pp. 1678-9
J.L.E. Dreyer, ‘Instruments in the Old Observatory at Peking’, Coperni-

cus: An International Journal of Astronomy 1 (1881) 134-8
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